WHAT’S INSIDE:
PARENTS ISSUE
Let’s take a look at what parents
think about the STARTALK
program.

A LOOK BACK

Pictorial review of the past four
weeks of our students’ learning.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:
Lauren Ahn 안재나

Editor’s note: We missed her submission for the student issue. We want to ensure each student
has their voice heard. Thank you for your submission.
.

Most 한글학교’s, or Korean schools, are the same: attend a Saturday morning
class that you barely understand, just to forget everything you learned the next
day. For me, STARTALK has had the exact opposite effect. Even though it has
only been two weeks, I feel as if my Korean has expanded so much more than
my previous five years worth of Korean school! Through exciting activities
and an energetic environment, this program has improved my Korean language skills, and my understanding of
the culture, better than any other Korean school has. I feel more natural speaking small words in 한국말, the Korean
language, to my classmates, and I hope this builds my speaking skills so that I can finally converse with my
grandparents! Despite the fact that we are only two weeks into STARTALK, I sincerely believe that this wonderful
program has been a success so far. I truly hope that it will resume next summer to continue to share all that the Korean
culture has to offer.
Hi Ms. Tammy, Ms. Jini and All the Wonderful STARTALK
Teachers - I wanted to share a birthday card that Tyler wrote to
his grandmother this past weekend. He wrote it entirely in
Korean on his own! Mistakes and all, I found it so endearing and
so did his grandmother, who gasped in delight when she first
saw it. I cannot thank you enough for bringing STARTALK to
Irvine and for all that you have taught the students in your care.
This program has definitely exceeded my expectations. Tyler says
he plans on continuing to learn more Korean and would like to
visit Korea soon. Many thanks!

Cristina Kim (Tyler Kim 김새현)

Elizabeth Ko (Lauren Ahn 안재나)

Jennie Kim

(Anneliese Jung 정샛별)
We have been very fortunate to attend
the KAC STARTALK 2018. The details of
daily outcome shows how much the
staff and the coordinators have put in
prior to planning this to run four full
weeks. Thank you all for the sincere
involvement and learning experience for
the kiddos to see their culture in depth.

The minute I heard about
STARTALK and what the
program was all about, I
immediately registered my
daughter. I had a hunch this
program would resonate with
her far deeper than all the
other traditional Korean
schools she’s attended. After
the 1st day, she was beaming
with excitement, ready to
return the following day, so I
knew my hunch was correct!
It has only been 3 weeks, but
because of STARTALK’s
immersion program and how
the teachers from KAC teach,
my daughter’s confidence in
Korean, whether it be in
speaking, reading, writing,
and listening/understanding
and willingness to learn grew
leaps and bounds. It is truly
amazing to see the growth!
She comes home everyday
incorporating what she has
learned into her daily
practice. She makes an effort
to converse with her parents
in Korean, especially with her

grandparents! She also
teaches her siblings words,
phrases and sentences so that
they too can communicate
with their grandparents and
family. The opportunity
that STARTALK has
provided for our younger
Korean Americans here in
Orange County was
absolutely necessary and
needed. My daughter is
already asking to sign her up
next year so that she can
continue expanding her
Korean language and to
continue embracing all the
cultural teachings that the
program has taught her. We,
as parents, would love to see
that this program not only be
provided during the summer,
but throughout the school
year. Thank you to KAC &
STARTALK for re-igniting,
within my daughter, the love
and willingness to embrace
and learn Korean and her
heritage. We couldn’t be
more proud! 감사합니다.

Jane Lee (Alissa Lee 이애리)
This program has been an invaluable experience for our daughter.
Who knew so much could be accomplished in four short weeks?
On the surface, the curriculum checked all the boxes of what a
good language class should accomplish: it expanded her
vocabulary, taught her the rules of Korean grammar, and improved
her fluency. But this program went beyond the basics. The
cultural experiences, field trips and crafts were so well
thought out and really created a unique cultural experience
tailored to the students - second and third generation Korean
American kids. The instructors went above and beyond every day
to ensure that our daughter was not only learning Korean, but
learning to love learning Korean. She has truly come to appreciate
that the connection to her heritage language means a deeper
connection to her family, her ancestors, and her culture. We are so
thankful that she was able to participate in this program!

Sarah Kim (Noah Kim 김재영)
My son had the privilege of attending the STARTALK Korean Language Program this summer. We feel so fortunate
that he was able to attend. When he started the program, he knew the alphabet and a handful of Korean words. In
addition to learning how to read, write and speak Korean, he was exposed to Korean culture and history through quality
projects, games, field trips and experiences. The instructors were engaging and had thoughtfully tailored this program
for middle school students. I am so happy with the creative, high quality curriculum and amazing teachers. For
example, the students spent an afternoon learning archery from a former Korean gold medalist, attended a lecture by a
UCI Korean Studies professor, and participated in a traditional tea ceremony - just to name a few of the activities. The
students had so much fun learning in this program. They participated in group projects, played games, watched cultural
performances and had fun through it all. For an amazing price, our students
are getting first rate books and materials and are being taught by experts in
their respective fields. This is a very special month long immersion program
which captures the best of Korean language, culture, and history, and I am
already planning to enroll my daughter in it next summer.

Caroline Hahn (Naomi Hahn 한지수)
When I heard that there
would be a Korean language/
culture program in Irvine for
middle school students this
summer, I knew I wanted my
daughter to participate. When I
learned that this program was
federally funded, I knew it was
going to be a legitimate Korean
language program. It has
turned out to be much more
than that. My daughter has
learned so much in such a short
period of time. She is having so
much fun and learning things
that I, as a second generation
Korean American, could never
teach her about Korean
culture and history. She
learned archery,
calligraphy taught by a
renowned Korean artist,
and traditional Korean
games. She read a Korean
classic tale, Hong Gildong,
and created her own
model turtle ship invented
by Koreans to defend

Field Trip to UCI

against the Japanese in 1592.
She also learned some modern
Korean culinary inventions like
"chicol" — a combination of
Korean fried chicken and cola.
She learned some dance moves
by the Kpop group BTS.
This is really a Korean
immersion program for the four
weeks the students are in class.
Every student is referred to by
his/her Korean name and is
expected to speak Korean during
class time. I love watching and
listening to my daughter
practice her speaking and
reading at home. She is so cute

as she struggles to pronounce
Korean words. I know it is
totally worth the effort; the only
regret I have is that I did not put
her in a program like this
sooner. I am looking forward to
next year's program and hoping
the Korean American Center
would be able to accommodate
more students so my younger
daughter can get a head start on
learning such invaluable
teachings.

Steve & Cathy Yun (Nathan Yun 윤재민 & Caden Yun 윤재성)

Alkkagi 알까기
Students participated in
their own Alkkagi
competition, a game
popular among students in
Korea. It is played like a
shuffleboard on a baduk
(Go) board.

Kwon Yong Seob 권용섭

We had an internationally
recognized traditional Korean
speed brush artist visit us.
Students participated in
hands-on demonstration.
Master Kwon personally signed
a print of his famous Dokdo
painting to each and every
student.

My wife and I are products of the
1.5 generation of Koreans that came
to the USA in the mid-1970. We both
became assimilated into the
American culture to "fit in" with our
society. Unfortunately, immigrating at
such an early age with ever-busy
parents, left us with the inevitable
gradual fade of our heritage. The
worst case scenario has been that our
present busy life has taken a toll on
our children. Our boys barely spoke
Korean, and they could not read or
write in their native language. The
busy weekends filled with sports and
less-than-fair reviews for the few
Korean Language classes has been
our excuse that kept us from sparking
an interest and enrolling our
children.
Fortunately, a turn-of-event
occurred this summer 2018 when a
family friend introduced the
STARTALK program prepared by the
Korean American Center in Irvine.
This has been the spark that our
family has needed to encourage
our children to become interested
in their heritage and the Korean
language. Prior to this program, our
boys spoke only a handful of Korean
words and phrases, and therefore, we
began practicing the Korean alphabet
and basic reading assignments before
the program began. Although
STARTALK is not a traditional
Hangul-Korean language class, they
came home and initiated
conversations in Korean as they were
taught and highly encouraged to use
their Korean in class and at home. We
were very proud of our boys.
The program further promotes
appreciation of our Korean culture by

introducing other parts of the
heritage. The staff has days such as
food appreciation sessions where
they provide hands-on making of
certain Korean dishes such as
Bibimbahp. Other days, they learn
and practice Korean art and
calligraphy. They also take a field
trip to the UCI campus to tour its
facility and experience how KoreanAmericans have significant influence
in the community and the collegiate
system.
We always ponder, "What are the
boys going to do this summer?” This
summer has been important for our
family. We REALLY appreciate the
staff at the Korean American Center
for all the hard work and care that
they have put into this program. The
staff is very well prepared and
encouraging. We really hope this
program continues and succeeds.
Our boys had a great time at the
program while becoming better
aware and proud of their Korean
heritage. We will continue their
education and further promote their
interest in our language and culture.
Thank you!

Elizabeth Rho (Jonathan Rho 노현수)
I am a parent of a student at STARTALK and
want to express my sincere gratitude for
providing this important program for our
children. I, myself grew up as a 1.5
generation Korean American and always felt
that we needed programs like STARTALK for
the next generation in which they not only
learn the language but also the culture,
history and tradition. I feel that it is
important for our children to learn where
they come from in order to have a sense of
pride of their heritage. After all, being self
aware and having a sense of identity are the
basis of strong foundation that our children
need to build upon as they grow to become
the leaders of the next generation of Korean
Americans.

provided opportunities for us to not only gain
more knowledge about Korea, but to also
become more connected to each other as a
family with a renewed sense of pride in being
Koreans in America.
I am most grateful to the staff at Korean
American Center for providing this
rewarding, unforgettable experience for my
son. 감사합니다.

My son absolutely loved attending every
day and his enthusiasm actually caught me
by surprise. He was self motivated to
memorize the 100 vocabulary words and
spoke Korean as much as he could to the
family. I loved how each day he would
share what he learned at the dinner table
which then led to family discussions on topics
related to Korea. These family discussions

T-Shirts & Bags from:

KORELIMITED.COM

The Independence Hall of Korea
(독립기념관)
We want to thank the Independence Hall of S. Korea for the unique cultural items
they donated to us for this program. These items reflect national symbols of Korea
and the spirit of the Korean people.

독도: 우리 땅!!
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